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A miner washing coltan at a conflict-free mine Jurewicz visited
during her spring 2012 trip to the Democratic Republic of the
Congo.

By Patricia Jurewicz

Last week, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) made a much-anticipated ruling on conflict
minerals. Rule 1502 was expected to increase
transparency by requiring companies to report on the
use of conflict minerals in the products they sell. While
this is great news, the devil is in the details. Many
people were looking to the SEC to give a final answer
with the issuing of the Conflict Mineral Rule. This rule
lays out the specifics on who must report, what they
must report on, how they have to report and on what
timeline.

The final details are extremely important for folks who
are now required to report (nearly every electronics manufacturer you can think of, for example), but people who
are not sector specialists probably just want to know if itʼs a weak rule or a strong rule. That depends on who
you are. The sustainable and ethical investors I work with “welcome” the rule… but were not necessarily
pleased with it. Given the variety of stakeholders involved, there are, of course, diverse opinions on all of the
different aspects of the rule. However, I would say that the majority of groups working on this issue, with the
exception of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, are indeed happy that the rule has finally been issued.

Now we can go about the real work at hand: setting up systems to guarantee that conflict minerals are not
finding their way into our products and that the conflict-free minerals that do go into our products are providing
safe, decent jobs to people in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) who so desperately need them.

Letʼs look back to the original questions:

Who will have to file a Conflict Minerals Report and what will have to be filed?
These two questions are inextricably intertwined, since different types of companies will be required to do
different types of reporting. The type of reporting required is determined by two steps.

The first step centers around two main factors:

1. If the company currently files an annual report with the SEC
2. If the company manufactures, or contracts to manufacture products that contain one of the four conflict

minerals: tin, tantalum, tungsten, and gold

It doesnʼt matter if the company is domestic or foreign; both types will have to disclose information if they
currently file annual reports with the SEC. Also, there is no de minimis, or a set minimum amount of mineral that
needs to be present. This means that all companies are subject to this law, even if there are just miniscule
amounts of tin or one of the other minerals embedded in their products.

The way the SEC defined “contracting to manufacture” does give a pass to many companies — especially
retailers. To fulfill on this definition, the rule says that the company has to have some influence over the
manufacturing of the product. Companies would be let off the hook if they are just affixing a name or label on a
generic product manufactured by a third party. So if Verizon negotiated with HTC on specific attributes of the
phone, then they will have to disclose. If Home Depot is just putting its name on a generic drill, it will not have to
disclose.
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The second step is determining if the minerals in your products originate from the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC) or any neighboring countries by conducting a “reasonable country of origin inquiry.” This chain of
custody analysis “must be performed in good faith and be reasonably designed.” If the company knows the
minerals do not originate in the region of the Congo, or the minerals are from recycled sources, a new form
(Form SD for “Specialized Disclosures,”) must be filled out. Companies just have to describe the steps that were
taken to try to find out the origin of materials and the result of that inquiry on their websites. A full Conflict
Mineral Report does not have to be submitted to the SEC.

Only if a company has reason to believe that the minerals may have originated in the region of the DRC and are
not scrap or recycled will it have to undertake “due diligence” and submit a Conflict Mineral Report as an exhibit
to the Form SD.

Where will companies report the information?
The SEC was a little creative with this answer. It said that companies have to “file” the information with the SEC
(which was one chief request from the sustainable investors), but it will be submitted in its own SD form, not in
the 10-K, and the CEO or COO do not have to sign a certificate for it.

When will companies have to file the information?
The SEC did grant a single filing date, as many companies and other stakeholders requested. The date is set
for May 31st. This means that the first Conflict Mineral reports will be filed on May 31, 2014, and will cover the
data collected in 2013.

The controversial aspect of the timing is the two to four years that companies now have to determine where all
of their minerals come from. The extra two years is given for smaller companies. Due to the year and a half
delay in issuing the rule, many human rights advocates and investors feel these “phase in” years are excessive.
Furthermore, no auditing is required for minerals with an “indeterminate” designation, which makes many NGOs
fear that companies can just say they donʼt know where their minerals originate and delay any serious reporting.

As rule 1502 begins to take effect, NGOs and investors will continue to play a vital role monitoring and analyzing
what companies disclose about their efforts to build safe and conflict-free supply chains.

Resources

4 Keys to Conflict-Free Supply Chains:  A great article full of recommendations for companies looking
to be conflict-free.
RSNʼs Table of  Products Using  Minerals: A selected list of common products that contain the four
conflict minerals: tin, tantalum, tungsten and gold.

http://www.triplepundit.com/2012/06/conflict-minerals-4-keys-to-supply-chains/
http://www.sourcingnetwork.org/minerals-overview/
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This is a really helpful and informative article. Thanks, Patricia!
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